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Foreword

4

Welcome to the second ISE survey of our supplier members. As an 
employer-led organisation, we recognise the value in helping suppliers add 
value to their clients and to connect employers with great companies who 
can support them to meet their challenges. 

The aim of this research is focussed and practical. We want to help all 
stakeholders make well-informed decisions about improving partnerships. 
We have captured trends you may need to respond to, benchmarks to 
help you set realistic expectations, and actions all stakeholders can take 
to work together more effectively. We hope these trends act as a starting 
point to drive discussion and debate.

Dive into and act on the findings and we look forward to your continued 
engagement with our analysis.

Stephen Isherwood, Chief Executive, ISE
Samuel Gordon, Research Analyst, ISE

Stephen Isherwood

Samuel Gordon
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Organisations form new partnerships throughout the 
year and via a variety of methods. Suppliers typically 
pitch for work on an ad-hoc basis, are appointed via 
a proposal they can shape, and have a client Head of 
Talent sign off the final purchase decision. The average 
time between starting conversations with a potential 
client and being appointed is 16 weeks, and the 
average time between this appointment and delivery 
of their service is 5 weeks. 64% of suppliers use the 
business model of a single agreed payment after 
delivery of their service, and 82% offer a single point of 
contact as a way of supporting clients.

Employers and suppliers have similar views on why 
clients outsource. The most common reasons are due 
to a lack of internal capability and a lack of internal 
resource. A key reason why employers select one 
supplier over others is their ability to tailor a service 
to client needs. However, employers appear to see 
cost and candidate experience as more important 
factors than suppliers do, which suppliers may need 
to be taking into account. There is value in better 
communication between both sides.

Both sides can also take practical actions to improve 
their partnerships. Suppliers’ top three barriers to 
securing more business with existing clients were 
seen as access, client awareness of their services 
and client risk aversion. 59% of suppliers identified 
actions they had taken to overcome these barriers, 
with better marketing seen as key. 91% of suppliers 
think that clients could take actions to improve existing 

partnerships, with more transparency seen as key. The 
two case studies from ISE award-winning suppliers 
highlight examples of what successful partnerships can 
look like.

A wide range of services were offered in 2017. For 
example, 81% of responding suppliers offered selection 
and assessment services, 50% had universities as 
clients and 65% offered services for apprentices or 
school leavers. 87% of suppliers identified a change 
they’d made to their services with investment in 
technology being the main theme. 62% said that ISE 
research on industry trends informed their strategy or 
actions. 

2018 is likely to bring more change. Employers are 
still getting used to the apprenticeship levy and 39% 
of suppliers said that the introduction of the Levy 
had a financial impact on their business in 2017. 
Suppliers’ top three challenges for 2018 are client 
resource constraints, responding to investment in 
apprenticeships, and increasing competition in the 
market. All stakeholders who want to make the most 
of their partnerships may want to pay attention to the 
trends.

Collectively, the responding organisations represent 
30% of ISE supplier members, have over 1,200 staff 
and received more than £45 million in annual turnover. 
32% of respondents have spent less than 5 years in this 
market and 46% have less than 10 employees.
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This section covers supplier and client views on why clients outsource, 
how suppliers seek partnerships and are selected for them, barriers to 
securing more business with existing clients and actions for improving 
existing partnerships. Two case studies are also included on what successful 
partnerships could look like.

Why clients outsource

Suppliers perceive the main reasons why clients outsource as a lack of internal 
capability and a lack of internal resource. In other words, clients are seen to  
lack the specialist skills or time to carry out specific activities. When it comes  
to the reasons for choosing one supplier over others, the key differentiators  
are seen to be the level of tailoring a supplier can offer or their customer service. 
Access to students is seen as a key reason for outsourcing attraction and 
marketing services.

64%

50%

41%

9%

9%

9%

0%

61%

44%

11%

17%

11%

17%

6%

54%

58%

13%

25%

8%

17%

4%

Lack of internal resource

Lack of internal capability

Access to students

Speed of delivery

Cost

Candidate experience

Other

Attraction & marketing services
Selection & assessment services
Development services

Figure 1  
Supplier views on why clients outsource services, in general.
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Employers have slightly different views on why they 
outsource. A lack of internal capability and lack of 
internal resource are again listed as common reasons. 
However, employers appear to see cost as a more 
important reason than suppliers do. When it comes to 
choosing one supplier over another, employers also 
seem to see candidate experience as a more important 
factor than suppliers do. The providers of outsourced 
services could potentially be doing more to account  
for this.

These results should be treated as indicative only. They 
are based on a small sample of employer views rather 
than a comprehensive snapshot of all ISE members. 
However, they can be used as a guide and to start 
discussion and debate. Better communication about 
the reasons for outsourcing could help both sides to set 
expectations and make sure outsourced services add 
maximum value.

Table 1: Most common reasons for outsourcing

Outsourcing in general Choosing one supplier over others

Supplier view Employer view Supplier view Employer view

1. Lack of internal capability 1. Lack of internal resource 1. Level of tailoring 1. Level of tailoring

2. Lack of internal resource 2. Lack of internal capability 2. Customer service 2. Candidate experience

3. Speed of delivery 3. Cost 3. Candidate experience 3. Cost

4. Candidate experience 4. Speed of delivery 4. Speed of delivery 4. Customer service

5. Cost 5. Candidate experience 5. Cost 5. Speed of delivery

Questions to explore:

Are clients accurately communicating 
their needs to suppliers?

How can existing services be better 
tailored to meet core client needs?

At each stage of the recruitment 
lifecycle, what does a great candidate 
experience look like?

Rankings are based on the average share of respondents choosing this option. Access to students is excluded from the list as it is most relevant to 
attraction & marketing services rather than all outsourced services. Employer views are based on a sample of 28 ISE employers who responded to an 
online survey in February 2018.
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Forming new partnerships

Organisations form new partnerships at a range of times throughout the year. Suppliers 
typically pitch for work on an ad-hoc basis, are selected via a proposal they can shape 
or an informal pitch, and have a company make the final decision to purchase. Overall, 
56% of suppliers were selected for at least one partnership via a formal tender process 
in 2017.

Figure 2 
The most common times of year for suppliers to pitch for work

62%

32%

18%

6%

12%

6%

Adhoc
Jan-March

Apr-June
July-Sept

Oct-December
Other

Note: respondents could select 1-2 options.

Figure 3 
How suppliers were selected for partnerships in 2017

82%

68%

41%

35%

12%

3%

Proposal that you can shape
Informal pitch

Formal tender (open process)
Formal tender (restricted access)

Other
Don’t know

Figure 4 
Who within clients typically made the 
final purchase decision in 2017

15%

49%

24%

0%

12%

 Company director
 Company/group Head of Talent
 Emerging talent recruitment manager
 Emerging talent recruiter advisor/officers
 Don’t know
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63% of suppliers use a single business model. The 
most common model is a single agreed payment after 
delivery, although use of stage payments is almost 
equally common. 30% of suppliers used results-based 
payments which were dependent on their performance.

Suppliers also identified actions that clients could take 
to make it easier to form new partnerships. The top two 
themes were clarity on strategy or objectives and to be 
more open to partnerships in general. Examples of the 
former included “Be more transparent around awarding 
criteria”, “Provide historical data as much as possible 
with forecasts for the upcoming requirements to allow 
the supplier to design a tailored solution” and “Reveal 
key hiring periods”. Examples of the latter included “Tell 
us when to reach out to avoid annual pestering!”, “To 
give small businesses a try as they often offer a more 
personal and better quality service” and “Network - 
always easier to build on already formed relationships”.

Other comments reflected a range of ideas. Several 
suppliers highlighted the need for a relevant and 
reliable point of contact. Collaboration was also seen as 
key e.g. “Give more access to be able to start shaping 
solutions, rather than an approach of how we’d fix 
the problems” and “Seek advice - we will always be 
happy to provide initial guidance”. Other comments 
included “Do your research internally to validate your 
needs”, “Ask other employers for recommendations” 
and “Quicker feedback/decisions (whether positive or 
negative!)”. Suppliers see a lot of scope for the process 
of forming new partnerships to be easier, in a way 
which benefits clients as well.

Questions to explore:

From a client perspective, what 
actions could suppliers take to make  
it easier to form partnerships?

Are results-based payments more 
suitable for some services than 
others?

Is there an “ideal” lead time between 
initial conversations with a supplier 
and their appointment?

Figure 5 
How suppliers charged for their services in 2017

64%

61%

52%

30%

27%

6%

Single agreed payment after delivery
Stage payments

Single agreed payment prior to delivery
Results-based payment dependent on performance

Subscription e.g.monthly fee
Other
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Improving existing partnerships
Suppliers typically support their clients by offering a single main point of contact.  
62% offer access to a range of specialists, which this being most common in 
suppliers with more than 50 employees. 56% of suppliers have used more than  
one type of support.

Suppliers perceive a range of barriers to securing more work with existing clients. 
The two key barriers are seen as a lack of access to pitch or tender, and a low 
client awareness of what suppliers can offer. 47% highlighted risk aversion and 12% 
highlighted cost.

59% of suppliers identified actions they have taken to overcome these barriers. The 
two key themes were to change their marketing pitch or to change their method of 
marketing. Examples included “More targeted marketing to existing clients”, “Sharing 
client case studies”, “Developed an effective pitch on services offered” and “Increase 
marketing budget”. 

A range of other actions were also listed. Examples included “Encourage a little 
more innovation in client thinking”, “Internal training to cross sell”, and “Changed 
cost model”. Some comments reflected the importance of collaboration e.g. “Try to 
be seen as a partner not a competitor” and “Offer to share the risk”. There are many 
approaches that suppliers can take to overcome key barriers.

Figure 6 
Methods used to support clients during the delivery of 
services in 2017

82%

62%

24%

6%

 Single main point of contact for client
 Clients have access to a range of specialists
 Supplier representative sits within client team
 Other

Figure 7 
Five key barriers to securing more business with existing clients

56%

53%

47%

29%

27%

Access e.g. opportunity to pitch or tender
Awareness of breadth of services

Client inertia/risk aversion
Client understanding of solution

Specific requirements for suppliers*

* e.g. security compliance

Note: Based on a multi-choice question where respondents could tick up to three options. The five most 
commonly ticked options are displayed.
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91% of suppliers think that clients can act to make 
existing partnerships more productive. The two most 
common actions identified by suppliers are to be more 
transparent and to engage with suppliers earlier. 15% 
stated that clients can respond to emails faster.

Questions to explore:

From a client perspective, what 
actions would suppliers need to take 
to secure more business?

What actions by suppliers or clients 
could overcome multiple barriers at 
the same time?

What prevents clients from taking 
risks, and how could these barriers  
be overcome? Figure 8 

Five key actions clients could take to make existing 
partnerships more productive

91%

56%

53%

47%

44%

32%

 Overall - make a change
 Be more transparent
 Engage with suppliers earlier in the recruitment season
 Increase seniority of client contact/share wider business strategy
 Co-design the project brief with a supplier
 Allow more time for the design phase of the project

Note: based on a multi-choice question where respondents could tick up to three 
options. The five most commonly ticked options are displayed above.
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MyKindaFuture and Rolls-Royce won the ISE 
Outstanding Supplier Contribution Award 2017. This 
case study can provide examples of what a successful 
partnership looks like.

Background
Around 25% of Rolls-Royce’s annual Early Career 
intake are apprentices, and Degree apprentices are 
a particular focus. Identifying and targeting the right 
calibre talent in a huge school student population is a 
big challenge. Delivering high conversion rates through 
a demanding recruitment process makes this challenge 
even greater.

Rolls-Royce wanted a partner who could not just 
identify and target talent that had the required 
academic levels of achievement, but who had the 
relationships in schools and colleges to drive relevant, 
quality applications; as well as understanding the youth 
market so that all communications and event content 
would have the desired impact. This all needed to be 
achieved in a collaborative and consultative way.

Nature of partnership
MyKindaFuture (MKF) would drive the activity including 
teacher, young person and parent engagement, before 
and after each event, and be responsible for the 
numbers and quality of applicants.

To achieve this, MKF spent lots of time understanding 
every aspect of the each of the challenges involved, 
from attraction to recruitment, to build a very clear 
picture of what was needed and therefore what a good 
result looked like for Rolls-Royce. This was not just 
about attracting more quality apprentice applications 
and more of them being female...nor was it was even 
about more job offers being made and accepted. It 
was about creating an experience for the young people 
involved, so those that accepted a job offer started on 
day 1 engaged and ready to go.

MKF took this understanding and worked with the 
schools to shape the right proposition and approach for 
students that would also deliver results for Rolls-Royce. 
Time was invested with Rolls-Royce to co-create both 
bespoke event content and messaging for teachers, 
parents and students. And in the final solution MKF 
created they ensured it was a sustainable solution -  
one that can be scaled up year on year and has been.

Case Study 1: MyKindaFuture and Rolls Royce

By doing all this MKF delivered a 50% conversion rate 
for the first to second stages of the selection process 
and then over 60% conversion rate at assessment day. 
Over half of those offered jobs were female; 25% of 
those who applied were female yet over 50% of hires 
were female.

Five tips for suppliers working with employers:
1.  Understand the wider vision of the employer, 

not just the one aspect of service that you may 
provide.

2.  Employers are very busy so developing powerful 
and key questions to ask them accelerates the 
speed with which the insight and knowledge can 
be understood which is good for everyone.

3.  You need to draw on both your insight and 
experience and that of the employer, and you need 
data to understand the picture in full and build the 
right solution.

4.  Co-creation with the employer does not mean you 
don’t have all the answers, it means you draw on 
your respective knowledge and needs to build the 
right solution for both the employer and young 
person.

5.  Timing is hugely important when to comes to 
delivering great apprentice talent, so start building 
that insight and understanding as early as possible 
with the employer. Use external factors to drive 
the agenda when it comes to timelines e.g. school 
exams, UCAS applications and access to students 
is much more restricted at certain times of the year.

 ...MKF spent lots of time understanding 
each aspect of each of the challenges 
involved
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AIA and Accenture won the AGR annual Outstanding 
Supplier Contribution Award in 2016. This case study 
can provide examples of what a successful partnership 
looks like.

Description of partnership
Accenture and AIA have a long-standing partnership 
focused around attraction & marketing activity. A “one-
team” approach was the keystone of this relationship. 
Everyone felt invested in every project and the result 
was four awards in their first year working together – 
and many more since. AIA’s expertise in the graduate 
marketplace and ever-evolving knowledge of Accenture 
were also plus points.

Initiatives like joint away days enabled both sides  
to refresh their knowledge. Accenture’s dynamism  
also meant projects were informed by new insights. 
This helped AIA solutions remain fresh and  
relevant.

Team synergy, sharing ideas and trust meant 
campaigns were delivered on time and on budget. 
Acting as a single team meant that AIA ended up as 
part of the Accenture cohort so AIA would jointly deliver 
the Accenture brand on-campus.

Case Study 2: AIA and Accenture

Three tips for suppliers and clients:
1.  Collaborate. A partnership is all about 

collaboration. This is the key dynamic in 
successful, productive client relationships. Listen 
and learn as well as teach and tell. We treated 
each other as equals. This gave us the ability to be 
honest without any feathers getting ruffled.

2.  Innovate. Don’t be afraid of something that isn’t 
tried and tested. Accenture offer first-to-market 
solutions so AIA reflected that in their marketing. 
If you have a client that’s used to pushing 
boundaries, they are more likely to let you lead 
them outside of their comfort zone.

3.  Reinvent. Don’t get stuck in a rut. Refresh your 
knowledge of current challenges and what new 
solutions are out there. Never get too settled. 
That’s when the rot sets in and things become 
humdrum.

 ...A “one-team” approach was  
the keystone of this relationship
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This chapter covers the types of services offered by clients in 2017 and relative 
mismatches in supply and demand. It includes examples of changes that 
suppliers made to their services in 2017 and expected challenges in 2018.

Services offered

Responding suppliers offered a wide range of services in 2017. 77% offered 
attraction and marketing services, which can help clients attract high quality 
applications. 81% offered selection and assessment services, which can help 
clients assess which candidates were best suited to their business. 65% offered 
development services, which can help clients to provide training and support 
to their entry-level hires after they have joined. Respondents are seen as a 
reasonable proxy to the wider pool of ISE suppliers (see Chapter 3).

These services were offered to many types of clients. Half of suppliers offered 
services to universities, with 41% offering these to university departments and 
35% to university careers services. 21% offered services to other suppliers. The 
types of clients served appear to be similar to last year.

Figure 9 
Types of services delivered in 2017

77%

81%

65%

Attraction & Marketing services
Selection & Assessment services

Development services

Figure 10 
Types of clients served in 2017

97%

89%

68%

67%

50%

46%

18%

13%

21%

20%

Employer (>250 staff)

SME employer (i.e. 1-250 staff)

University

Other supplier

Other type of client

2017
2016

Source of 2016 data: AGR Supplier Survey 2016.
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More than one type of entry-level talent was also catered for. 79% of suppliers 
delivered services for undergraduates and 65% of suppliers delivered 
services related to apprentices and school leavers. The share offering 
each service appears to be similar to previous years. The apparent drop in 
apprenticeship services should not be treated as a trend due to a change in 
the profile  of respondents and a slightly different question in 2017.

Figure 11 
Types of early talent served in 2017

Source: of 2016 date: AGR Supplier Survey 2016. Note: the wording of last year’s question 
focused on the types of hires covered by supplier services, rather than the hires that services 
were delivered for. 

97%

96%

80%

79%

65%

74%

Graduates

Undergraduates - interns, placements 
or work experience

 Apprentices/school leavers

2017
2016
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Figure 12 
Types of attraction & marketing services delivered to clients in 2017

77%

50%

47%

44%

41%

35%

32%

27%

3%

Delivered Attracting & Marketing services in 2017
Online marketing material including websites

RPO (recruitment process outsourcing)
Employer brand/strategy.

Offline marketing material including print materials
Campus marketing

Market research
Analysis of client HR data

Other

A very wide range of specific services were offered. The most common attraction and marketing 
service was online marketing. The most common selection and assessment service was support 
for assessment centres. The most common development service was consultancy on programme 
design. Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) was also widely offered and around a quarter of 
firms offered analysis of client HR data.

Figure 13 
Types of selection & assessment services delivered to clients in 2017

81%

56%

50%

50%

38%

34%

31%

28%

22%

13%

 Delivered Selection & Assessment services in 2017
 Assessment centre support
 RPO (recruitment process outsourcing)
 CV/Application screening
 ‘Keep warm’ activity
 Psychometric tests
 Applicant Tracking System (ATS)
 Analysis of client HR data
 Interview software e.g. video interviews
 Venue hire

Figure 14
Types of development services delivered to clients in 2017

65%

52%

45%

42%

19%

19%

19%

7%

Delivered Development services in 2017
 Consultancy on programme design
Consultancy on programme/development strategy

 Soft skills training
 Technical skills training
 Online learning software/solutions
 Analysis of client HR data
 End-point assessments

Questions to explore:

How might demand for each service 
change over time?

How do the requirements of university 
clients vary from the requirements of 
employer clients?

Where are there opportunities for 
multiple suppliers to collaborate on 
services?
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Supply and demand

There appear to be mismatches in the relative supply 
and demand for some services. A much higher share 
of ISE suppliers offer assessment centre support, ‘keep 
warm’ activity and CV/application screening than the 
share of ISE employers who outsource these activities. 
A much lower share of ISE suppliers offer soft skills 
training and technical training than the share of ISE 
employers outsourcing at least some of the delivery of 
these.

These mismatches should be interpreted with care. 
Suppliers can provide the same service to multiple 
clients over the course of a year, and employers can 
also outsource from multiple providers. The number 
of ISE suppliers is different to the number of ISE 
employers and both groups can form partnerships with 
organisations that are outside of the ISE membership. 
The mismatches below are only a guide as to where 
there might be opportunities for more services, or for 
more employers to be making use of what is already 
available.

Questions to explore:

How can ISE suppliers differentiate 
themselves in a crowded market?

How can existing services be made 
more valuable to ISE employers?

Which services are likely to see their 
use rise or shrink over the next 2-5 
years?

56%

8%

38%

2%

50%

29%

41%

41%

22%

22%

50%

53%

 Assessment centre support*

 ‘Keep warm’ activity

 CV/Application screening

 Offline marketing material including print materials

 Interview software e.g. video interviews

 Online marketing material including websites

 Psychometric tests

 Soft skills training

 Technical skills training

Figure 15 
Relative supply and demand for outsourced services

Ranked by extent of relative mismatch. Source of employer data: ISE Annual Survey 2017. 
Note: comparable services only. *Supplier and employer categories are slightly different: the 
question asked of suppliers explicitly mentioned support for assessors

34%

42%

19%

46%

63%

59%

Share of ISE suppliers providing
Share of ISE employers outsourcing
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Changes in 2017

87% of respondents listed changes that they had made to their services in 2017. 
The key theme was investment in technology and online solutions. Examples 
included “We always enhance our technology each year and issue enhanced 
features to our products”, “More use of our webinar solutions” “Strengthen digital, 
social & film capabilities” and “system integration”. 

There were other themes too. Increasing the breadth of services was one with 
examples including “Increased strategic advice to clients”, “More holistic (full-
service) solutions”, “Generating unique research findings” and “Developed 
Strengths Based Strategy”. Other changes included an increased focus on 
learning and development, more attention on employability, better use of data, and 
developing services for apprenticeships and for the assessment process.

ISE research on industry trends is informing some of these changes. 62% of 
respondents stated that it had informed their strategy or actions in some way 
in 2017. The most common response to the research was to tailor services, 
suggesting that at least some suppliers are becoming more attuned to differences 
in the needs of different sectors.

Figure 16
Extent to which ISE research has informed supplier strategy or actions in 2017

62%

41%

29%

12%

3%

ISE Research informed strategy or actions
 We tailored something
 We increased/decreased something
 We started or stopped something
 Other

Questions to explore:

What changes would lead 
more employers to consider 
outsourcing?

What key factors might be 
driving the nature of these 
changes?

How might these factors 
change in 1-3 years time?
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Changes in 2018

Suppliers expect to face a range of key challenges 
in 2018. The top three themes in their open-ended 
responses were client resource constraints, responding 
to investment in apprenticeships, and competition in 
the market. Only 12% mentioned the uncertainty due to 
Brexit as a major challenge.

Examples of cost pressure included “Ever growing 
focus from employers to drive down cost, too often at the 
expense of quality”, and “Budget restrictions”.
Examples of apprenticeship challenges included 
“Lack of vehicles to get to the school leaver market 
effectively and within budget”, “Coming to grips with 
the apprenticeship levy and how to make a success 
of apprentices” and “Getting into/through to the right 
person at schools”. Examples of competition included 
“Increased competition from non-traditional suppliers”, 
“Increasingly competitive campus market” and 
“Competition for specialist subjects”. 

A range of other challenges were mentioned too. 
Examples included “The ability of HR clients to manage 
their internal stakeholders”, “The move from retaining an 
entire client, to working on project led pieces of work”, 
“Last minute requests for support” and “Misplaced focus 
on online for behavioural development”. There are many 
trends for suppliers to be aware of.

The apprenticeship levy represents an opportunity 
for suppliers as well as a challenge. 35% of suppliers 
indicated that the introduction of the levy had a financial 
impact on them in 2017. The most common impact 
was an increase in revenue. There may be scope for 
suppliers to further evolve their services related to 
apprentices and school leavers.

Questions to explore:

What is your 
organisation’s short 
and long-term strategy 
for dealing with each 
challenge?

Can you work with other 
organisations to tackle 
each of these challenges?

What new challenges are 
on the horizon that you 
need to start planning 
for?

Figure 17 
Financial impact of the apprenticeship 
levy on suppliers in 2017

35%

24%

9%

3%

15%

Had an impact on revenue
Increase in revenue

Same level of revenue but a switch in which services this revenue is coming from
Decline in revenue

Don’t know
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Figure 19
Time since respondents were established in the UK

Supplier responses to this survey were gathered online over a six week period between December 
2017 and January 2018. Invitations to complete the survey were emailed to the main contacts at all  
ISE supplier members, and 34 suppliers responded, representing a 30% response rate. The survey 
focused on services delivered in 2017.

Respondents represent a wide range of firm sizes, years in the market, and ranges of annual turnover 
and are seen as a reasonable proxy to the wider pool of ISE suppliers. Almost half are businesses 
with less than 10 employees. 32% of respondents have been in this market for less than five years 
and a third of those who specified their turnover range had an annual turnover between £1-5 million. 
This year’s respondents have a similar profile to those who answered the AGR Supplier Survey 2016, 
although the smaller businesses are better represented.
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Source: Source of 2016 data: AGR Supplier Survey 2016.

Figure 20
Annual turnover of respondents
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Figure 18
Firm sizes of respondents
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Source of 2016 data: AGR Supplier Survey 2016.
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